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  Indian Muslim(s) after Liberalization Maidul
Islam,2018-12-13 Close to the turn of the century
and almost 45 years after Independence, India
opened its doors to free-market liberalization.
Although meant as the promise to a better economic
tomorrow, three decades later, many feel betrayed
by the economic changes ushered in by this new
financial era. Here is a book that probes whether
India’s economic reforms have aided the
development of Indian Muslims who have
historically been denied the fruits of economic
development. Maidul Islam points out that in
current political discourse, the ‘Muslim question’
in India is not articulated in terms of demands
for equity. Instead, the political leadership
camouflages real issues of backwardness,
prejudice, and social exclusion with the rhetoric
of identity and security. Historically informed,
empirically grounded, and with robust analytical
rigour, the book tries to explore connections
between multiple forms of Muslim marginalization,
the socio-economic realities facing the community,
and the formation of modern Muslim identity in the
country. At a time when post-liberalization
economic policies have created economic inequality
and joblessness for significant sections of the
population including Muslims, the book proposes
working towards a radical democratic deepening in
India.
  A Story of Ambivalent Modernization in
Bangladesh and West Bengal Pranab Chatterjee,2010
This book details the evolution of Bengali culture
(in both Bangladesh and West Bengal) since
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antiquity and argues for its modernization.
Originally peripheral to Hindu civilization based
in North India, Bengali culture was subjected to
various forms of Sanskritization. Centuries of
invasions (1204-1757) resulted most notably in the
Islamization of Bengal. Often there were conflicts
between Sanskritization and Islamization. Later
colonization of Bengal by Britain (1757) led to a
process of Anglicization, which created a new
middle class in Bengal that, in turn, created a
form of elitism among the Bengali Hindu upper
caste. After British rule ended (1947), Bengali
culture lost its elitist status in South Asia and
has undergone severe marginalization. Political
instability and economic insufficiency, as
reflected by many quantitative and qualitative
indicators, are common and contribute to pervasive
unemployment, alienation, vigilantism, and
instability in the entire region. A Story of
Ambivalent Modernization in Bangladesh and West
Bengal is appropriate not only for Bengali
intellectuals and scholars but for sociologists,
political scientists, cultural anthropologists,
historians, and others interested in a case study
of how and why a given culture becomes derailed
from its path toward modernization.
  Vote to Nowhere ,
  Print and the Urdu Public Megan Eaton
Robb,2020-10-19 In early twentieth century British
India, prior to the arrival of digital medias and
after the rise of nationalist political movements,
a small-town paper from the margins of society
became a key player in Urdu journalism. Published
in the isolated market town of Bijnor, Madinah
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grew to hold influence across North India and the
Punjab while navigating complex issues of
religious and political identity. In Print and the
Urdu Public, Megan Robb uses the previously
unexamined perspective of the Madinah to consider
Urdu print publics and urban life in South Asia.
Through a discursive and material analysis of
Madinah, the book explores how Muslims who had
settled in ancestral qasbahs, or small towns, used
newspapers to facilitate a new public
consciousness. The book demonstrates how Madinah
connected the Urdu newspaper conversation both
explicitly and implicitly with Muslim identity and
delineated the boundaries of a Muslim public
conversation in a way that emphasized rootedness
to local politics and small urban spaces. The case
study of this influential but understudied
newspaper reveals how a network of journalists
with substantial ties to qasbahs produced a
discourse self-consciously alternative to the
Western-influenced, secularized cities. Megan Robb
augments the analysis with evidence from
contemporary Urdu, English, and Hindi papers,
government records, private diaries, private
library holdings, ethnographic interviews, and
training materials for newspaper printers. This
thoroughly researched volume recovers the erasure
of qasbah voices and proclaims the importance of
space and time in definitions of the public sphere
in South Asia. Print and the Urdu Public
demonstrates how an Urdu newspaper published from
the margins became central to the Muslim public
constituted in the first half of the twentieth
century.
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  Global Encyclopedia of Public Administration,
Public Policy, and Governance Ali
Farazmand,2023-04-05 This global encyclopedic work
serves as a comprehensive collection of global
scholarship regarding the vast fields of public
administration, public policy, governance, and
management. Written and edited by leading
international scholars and practitioners, this
exhaustive resource covers all areas of the above
fields and their numerous subfields of study. In
keeping with the multidisciplinary spirit of these
fields and subfields, the entries make use of
various theoretical, empirical, analytical,
practical, and methodological bases of knowledge.
Expanded and updated, the second edition includes
over a thousand of new entries representing the
most current research in public administration,
public policy, governance, nonprofit and
nongovernmental organizations, and management
covering such important sub-areas as: 1.
organization theory, behavior, change and
development; 2. administrative theory and
practice; 3. Bureaucracy; 4. public budgeting and
financial management; 5. public economy and public
management 6. public personnel administration and
labor-management relations; 7. crisis and
emergency management; 8. institutional theory and
public administration; 9. law and regulations; 10.
ethics and accountability; 11. public governance
and private governance; 12. Nonprofit management
and nongovernmental organizations; 13. Social,
health, and environmental policy areas; 14.
pandemic and crisis management; 15. administrative
and governance reforms; 16. comparative public
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administration and governance; 17. globalization
and international issues; 18. performance
management; 19. geographical areas of the world
with country-focused entries like Japan, China,
Latin America, Europe, Asia, Africa, the Middle
East, Russia and Eastern Europe, North America;
and 20. a lot more. Relevant to professionals,
experts, scholars, general readers, researchers,
policy makers and manger, and students worldwide,
this work will serve as the most viable global
reference source for those looking for an
introduction and advance knowledge to the field.
  Private Law, Public Law, Metalaw and Public
Policy in Space Patricia Margaret Sterns,Leslie I.
Tennen,2016-05-10 The law of outer space is
rapidly evolving to adapt to changes in the
economic drivers as well as advancements in
technological capabilities. The contents of this
book are a reflection of this changing environment
as evidenced in the writings of the second and
third generations of space lawyers. Theoretical
aspects of space law are explored by chapters
relating to fundamental concepts central to the
corpus juris spatialis. Practical aspects of space
law are probed by examinations into international
and domestic regulation of commercial activities,
with particular emphasis on African, Asian, and
European perspectives. International policy
considerations are scrutinized in relation to
military uses of outer space. The scientific
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) is
the subject of a concise history of the discipline
vis-a-vis the role of the SETI Permanent Committee
of the International Academy of Astronautics
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(IAA), and also of a study of the policy and other
ramifications of social media in the event of the
discovery of intelligent extraterrestrial beings.
The book concludes with the republication of the
seminal and highly influential Relations With
Alien Intelligences The Scientific Basis of
Metalaw by Dr. Ernst Fasan, first published in
1970. Scholar, author, and attorney Ernst Fasan
was among the original space lawyers, a small,
pioneering group of visionaries who recognized
that the movement of man into space must be
accomplished without the shackles of history and
in an environment free from the threat of the use
of space as an instrument of armed aggression. The
influence of Dr. Fasan has extended beyond the
international legal community to the broader
scientific community, especially to the field of
astrobiology, as he pursued groundbreaking
investigations into what could be the ultimate in
legal relationships - metalaw - the interaction of
sentient beings from different planets. The
contributors to this Liber Amicorum are among
those who can trace their own work to the
foundations of space law placed in part by Ernst
Fasan.
  The Rise of the Indian Navy Harsh V.
Pant,2016-03-03 The Indian Navy has gradually
emerged as an indispensable tool of Indian
diplomacy in recent years, making it imperative
for Indian policy-makers and naval thinkers to
think anew the role of the nation’s naval forces
in Indian strategy. There is a long tradition in
India of viewing the maritime dimension of
security as central to the nation’s strategic
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priorities. With India's economic rise, India is
trying to bring that focus back, making its navy
integral to national grand strategy. This volume
is the first full-length examination of the myriad
issues that have emerged out of the recent rise of
Indian naval power.
  The Eternal Revolution Hamad Albloshi,2016-04-27
More than three decades have passed since the
establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran in
1979. In that time, theories of modern revolution
would suggest a retreat from ideological goals,
heralding a phase of institutional development.
However, Hamad Albloshi argues that Iran is
unique: the current rhetoric of conservative
Iranian leaders implies the regime has not left
its revolutionary stage. Through an examination of
the hardline conservative ideology in Iran-
personified by the former president, Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad-this book explores how the usual
development seen in revolutions from radical
discourse to pragmatic rhetoric has not been the
case in Iran. Albloshi explores the evolution of
the hardline conservatives and their main ideas
about the nature of the Iranian regime, their
position toward other groups within the system,
and their approach to the international community.
By doing so, he sheds new light on the group's
position in the country and the ideological roots
of major shifts that occurred in Iran's internal
and external policies in the period between 2005
and 2013.
  Red Star Over Tibet Dawa Norbu,1987
  Amnesty, Human Rights and Political Transitions
Louise Mallinder,2008-09-10 Amnesty laws are
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political tools used since ancient times by states
wishing to quell dissent, introduce reforms, or
achieve peaceful relationships with their enemies.
In recent years, they have become contentious due
to a perception that they violate international
law, particularly the rights of victims, and
contribute to further violence. This view is
disputed by political negotiators who often argue
that amnesty is a necessary price to pay in order
to achieve a stable, peaceful, and equitable
system of government. This book aims to
investigate whether an amnesty necessarily entails
a violation of a state's international
obligations, or whether an amnesty, accompanied by
alternative justice mechanisms, can in fact
contribute positively to both peace and justice.
This study began by constructing an extensive
Amnesty Law Database that contains information on
506 amnesty processes in 130 countries introduced
since the Second World War. The database and
chapter structure were designed to correspond with
the key aspects of an amnesty: why it was
introduced, who benefited from its protection,
which crimes it covered, and whether it was
conditional. In assessing conditional amnesties,
related transitional justice processes such as
selective prosecutions, truth commissions,
community-based justice mechanisms, lustration,
and reparations programmes were considered.
Subsequently, the jurisprudence relating to
amnesty from national courts, international
tribunals, and courts in third states was
addressed. The information gathered revealed
considerable disparity in state practice relating
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to amnesties, with some aiming to provide victims
with a remedy, and others seeking to create
complete impunity for perpetrators. To date, few
legal trends relating to amnesty laws are
emerging, although it appears that amnesties
offering blanket, unconditional immunity for state
agents have declined. Overall, amnesties have
increased in popularity since the 1990s and
consequently, rather than trying to dissuade
states from using this tool of transitional
justice, this book argues that international
actors should instead work to limit the more
negative forms of amnesty by encouraging states to
make them conditional and to introduce
complementary programmes to repair the harm and
prevent a repetition of the crimes. David
Dyzenhaus This is one of the best accounts in the
truth and reconciliation literature I've read and
certainly the best piece of work on amnesty I've
seen. Diane Orentlicher Ms Mallinder's ambitious
project provides the kind of empirical treatment
that those of us who have worked on the issue of
amnesties in international law have long awaited.
I have no doubt that her book will be a much-
valued and widely-cited resource.
  False Prophets Richard Bonney,2008 After 9/11,
the US response to Al-Qaeda - the Global War on
Terror - was heavily influenced by the 'clash of
civilizations' theory. This book identifies the
twenty-first century proponents of the thesis,
such as Bernard Lewis and Daniel Pipes, their
links to the Bush government and their roles in
exploiting hostility between the West and Islam.
  Muslim Attitudes Towards the European Union
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Bernd Schlipphak,Mujtaba Ali Isani,2018-10-10 How
do Muslim citizens across the globe perceive the
European Union? And what factors influence their
EU attitudes? This book offers the first
systematic theoretical and empirical analysis of
Muslim citizens’ EU attitudes in and outside the
European Union. Using the best empirical data
available, the book demonstrates that Muslim
citizens’ attitudes are not shaped by their
denomination and religious beliefs, but by
material and political considerations. It finds
that Muslims are most favourable toward the EU due
to their positive experiences in European
contexts, whereas in contrast, Muslim citizens
outside the EU are more skeptical toward the
European Union due to sovereignty concerns and the
lack of support from the EU and its member states.
Such findings not only contribute to the research
on social legitimacy of international
organizations and international public opinion
more generally, but also provide important
suggestions for (European) policy makers regarding
external and domestic policies. This book will be
of key interest to scholars, students and
practitioners of European Union politics, Middle
East studies, public opinion and International
Relations.
  An Aesthetic Education in the Era of
Globalization Gayatri Chakravorty
Spivak,2013-05-06 During the past twenty years,
the worldÕs most renowned critical theoristÑthe
scholar who defined the field of postcolonial
studiesÑhas experienced a radical reorientation in
her thinking. Finding the neat polarities of
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tradition and modernity, colonial and
postcolonial, no longer sufficient for
interpreting the globalized present, she turns
elsewhere to make her central argument: that
aesthetic education is the last available
instrument for implementing global justice and
democracy. SpivakÕs unwillingness to sacrifice the
ethical in the name of the aesthetic, or to
sacrifice the aesthetic in grappling with the
political, makes her task formidable. As she
wrestles with these fraught relationships, she
rewrites Friedrich SchillerÕs concept of play as
double bind, reading Gregory Bateson with Gramsci
as she negotiates Immanuel Kant, while in dialogue
with her teacher Paul de Man. Among the concerns
Spivak addresses is this: Are we ready to forfeit
the wealth of the worldÕs languages in the name of
global communication? ÒEven a good globalization
(the failed dream of socialism) requires the
uniformity which the diversity of mother-tongues
must challenge,Ó Spivak writes. ÒThe tower of
Babel is our refuge.Ó In essays on theory,
translation, Marxism, gender, and world
literature, and on writers such as Assia Djebar,
J. M. Coetzee, and Rabindranath Tagore, Spivak
argues for the social urgency of the humanities
and renews the case for literary studies,
imprisoned in the corporate university. ÒPerhaps,Ó
she writes, Òthe literary can still do something.Ó
  Third International Conference of the South
Asian Society of Criminology and Victimology
(SASCV), 28-29, January 2016, Goa, India K.
Jaishankar and Natti Ronel,2016-01-28
  Al Sahifa E Alaviya Ali Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib
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(as),2017-10-24 Sahifa by Maula-e-kainaat Hazrat
Ali ibn abi Talib (as). Beautiful invocation -
supplication recited by Imam Ali (as)
  Explaining Pakistan’s Foreign Policy Aparna
Pande,2011-03-16 Pakistan has over the decades
become a hotbed for the terrorist ideology often
referred to as Jihadism. This book investigates
the underlying principles of Pakistan’s foreign
policy from 1947 until the present day, and
explains the rise of Jihadism as an offshoot of
Pakistan’s security concerns. The book goes on to
discuss that from its inception as a separate
state, Pakistan’s foreign policy focused on
‘seeking parity’ with India and ‘escaping’ from an
Indian South Asian identity. The desire to achieve
parity with its much larger neighbour led Pakistan
to seek the assistance and support of allies. The
author analyses the relationship Pakistan has with
Afghanistan, United States, China and the Muslim
world, and looks at how these relationships are
based on the desire that military, economic and
diplomatic aid from these countries would bolster
Pakistan’s meagre resources in countering Indian
economic and military strength. The book presents
an interesting contribution to South Asian
Studies, as well as studies on International
Relations and Foreign Policy.
  Evolving Iran: An Introduction to Politics and
Problems in the Islamic Republic Barbara Ann
Rieffer-Flanagan,2013-03-22 Evolving Iran presents
an overview of how the politics and policy
decisions in the Islamic Republic of Iran have
developed since the 1979 revolution and how they
are likely to evolve in the near future. Despite
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the fact that the revolution ushered in a
theocracy, its political system has largely tended
to prioritize self-interest and pragmatism over
theology and religious values, while continuing to
reinvent itself in the face of internal and
international threats. The author also examines
the prospects for democratization in Iran. Since
the early years of the twentieth century, Iranians
have attempted to make their political system more
democratic, yet various attempts to produce a
system where citizens have a meaningful voice in
political decisions have failed. This book argues
that greater democratization is unlikely to occur
in the short term, especially in light of
increased threats from the international
community. This accessible overview of Iran’s
political system covers a broad array of subjects,
including foreign policy, human rights, women’s
struggle for equality, the development and
evolution of elections, and the institutions of
the political system including the Revolutionary
Guards and Assembly of Experts. It will appeal to
undergraduates and the general public who seek to
understand a country and regime that has mystified
Westerners for decades.
  Nanotechnology Ahmed S. Khan,2012-05-17 Advances
in nanotechnology are transforming the ways of
creating materials and products, leading society
to the threshold of a second industrial
revolution. However, future opportunities will
depend significantly on how nanotechnology
stakeholders deal with the short-term and long-
term benefits, limitations, uncertainties and
risks of nanotechnology. They will be tasked with
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navigating a variety of new social and ethical
challenges associated with areas such as privacy,
the environment, energy, population, genetics,
agriculture, food, and security. Unique in its
depth, breadth, and variety of viewpoints,
Nanotechnology: Ethical and Social Implications
stimulates, inspires, and builds awareness of
nanotechnology’s impact on society. Spanning the
immense range of disciplines at work in
nanotechnology, the book’s selection of chapters
focuses on how advances in science, and the
convergence of multiple technologies, will impact
society at individual, community, national, and
international levels. The book focuses on raising
the awareness of nanotechnology stakeholders,
which includes undergraduate and graduate
students; educators in sciences, engineering,
business, and public policy; engineers; business
and finance professionals; and policymakers. It
also addresses the demands on the future workforce
to learn new skill sets. The book uses an
interactive format—which includes case studies,
scenarios, and Web exercises—to promote critical
thinking and problem solving skills. Content
includes numerous tables, statistics, and figures
to supplement and enhance the topics covered in
each chapter. The result is a must-read for anyone
seeking either a technical or nontechnical
understanding of the societal impact of
nanotechnology.
  Pakistan’s Political Labyrinths Ravi
Kalia,2015-08-11 This book explores Pakistan from
different vantage points. It examines a variety of
events in contemporary Pakistan through a
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comprehensive analysis of identity and power
politics; media landscapes; military recruitment;
role of madrassahs; terrorism and militancy; civil
war as well as outlines future trajectories. It
studies themes such as Pakistan’s relationship
with India, the legacy of Jinnah, gender and
fundamentalism, urbanisation, unrest that have
plagued the northern areas. It further looks at
the nation after the capture of Osama bin Laden
and the changing nature of its relation with the
US in its aftermath. Including contributions from
experts in the field and policy-makers across the
world, this volume will interest scholars and
researchers on Pakistan studies, politics, and
international relations. It will also appeal to
government think tanks and the general reader.
  India's North-Eastern Region Nishchal N.
Pandey,2008 The seven north-eastern states of
India during the last six decades of isolation
have braved enormous difficulties. Beginning with
the impact of partition, liberation of Bangladesh,
influx of people from outside and continuing
conflicts based on caste, tribe, language, race
and religion, there is also a flip-side to the bad
governance and economic woes of the people of this
region. Their geographical and cultural proximity
with the South-East Asian countries make the area
to be of enormous economic importance in the
future. This book argues how the regions trade
with various neighbouring countries if facilitated
and encouraged, and if efforts are made for
greater convenience in international trade through
the simplification of economic activities such as
movement of goods, people and services across
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borders, the region can blossom to its full
potential. But for this, the Centre has first to
realize the urgent need to 'open-up' than to 'lock
up' the area in order to provide 'security' to the
people. One of the first studies of its kind, this
volume highlights in detail the north-easts
central position vis-á-vis Bangladesh, Myanmar,
and the rest of South-East Asia.
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